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Microsoft's has chosen a name for its own-brand row of tablets called surface and is power-driven
by Windows 8. Microsoft Surface has two versions and both of them possess a 10.6-inch display
screens and pop-out kickstands at the backside. The first Microsoft Surface model runs Windows
RT and Windows 8 a tablet based version moreover along with an ARM processor. Also it is 9.3mm
bulky and weighs 676g with storage options of 32 or 64GB.

The second Microsoft Surface Pro model runs Windows 8 Pro moreover possess an Intel Core i5
Ivy Bridge processor along with 64 or 128GB of storage. The version of RT wonâ€™t provide the facility
of accessing to the full Windows desktop, so you would be trapped with a touch friendly Metro tiled
interface. This Pro version would be quite expensive and you would get the entire kit and caboodle.
Microsoft is boasting a HD display along with the resolution 1280x720 pixel whereas the Pro edition
has a full HD display along with 1920x1080 pixels resolution. Both of them possess a very decent
resolution and this is very sure that with the help of 10.6 inch screen you would be able to watch
movies with a great experience.

A surface feature which is a alternative of two screen covers and is attached magnetically moreover
is fold down to make known a keyboard. A touch cover possesses touch sensitive keys and is 3mm
broad but its actual keys has no depth that it would be very difficult to recognize that when you have
actually pressed the key. Microsoft would be available in the market with a very competitive price
tag that is up to Â£400 which is as cheap as the ipad.

The pro version is expected to be quite expensive that is the cost of this version similar to an Ultra
book that is up to Â£800 as it possesses an Intel core processor and more storage facility. Microsoft
is a touch capable edition of Microsoft office and provides benefit to those who require a n instant
look into spreadsheets as their job work. In the Pro-Version you may install any software like
Photoshop but you have to pay for it and the RT version would be quite cheaper.
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